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Food, Food, Food
AHH, THIS IS ALWAYS ONE OF MY FAVORITE ISSUES AND DREADED ISSUES.
Why dreaded, you ask? Because with every story we write, and every photo we showcase, I feel the pull to leave my desk and work behind, and head out to sample my way

Michelle Glicksman | michelle.glicksman@lifestylepubs.com
AD DESIGNER

Miranda Williams
L AYO UT DESIGNER

Emily Lisenbee
CONTRIBUTING WRITERS

through every restaurant in the city. I mean, just look at these pages! Don’t you feel your

Michelle Guerrero, Michelle Talsma Everson,
Brian Sullivan, Georgann Yara

taste buds calling to you?

CONTRIBUTING PHOTOGRAPHERS

David Apeji, Lindsay Borg

Yes, Chandler, you are in for a tasty treat—this month is all about food and drinks!
It’s easy to get stuck in a rut and find yourself eating the same things each day. We get
it—we’re all busy, and we have our go-to meals that we know will feed the family. We
return to our favorite restaurants and order our favorite dish every time because we
know it is always amazing.
Now, it’s time to branch out and tantalize your taste buds. Try something new—you
might find a fresh staple to add to the rotation—plus, you’d be supporting local.
Our main feature showcases a selection of locally owned restaurants. The owners have
poured their hearts into their locations. Meet them and learn their stories.

CORPORATE TEAM
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER Steven Schowengerdt
CHIEF SALES OFFICER Matthew Perry
CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER DeLand Shore

We also feature several female brewers. In a formerly male-dominated field, they are

ART DIRECTOR Sara Minor

standing out and making waves (and good brews!).

OPERATIONS DIRECTOR Janeane Thompson

And for those of you who are ready for a road trip, pack the car and head north to some

REGIONAL SALES DIRECTOR Eric Williams

AD MANAGER Chad Jensen

of Arizona’s wineries. We give you the low-down on the area.

WEB APPLICATIONS Michael O’Connell

Prefer to stay home? Check out our story on backyard fire pits. They’re perfect for the
fall season! (Don’t forget the marshmallows!)
Read through these pages and be inspired—Chandler is full of amazingly talented

514 W 26TH ST., KANSAS CITY, MO

chefs. As for me, I’ll see you at the restaurants!
Yours,
ARIZONA | CALIFORNIA | COLORADO | CONNECTICUT | FLORIDA | GEORGIA
IDAHO | ILLINOIS | KANSAS | MARYLAND | MASSACHUSETTS | MICHIGAN
MINNESOTA | MISSOURI | MONTANA | NEW JERSEY | NORTH CAROLINA

Michelle Glicksman, Editor

CityLifestyle.com/Chandler
ON THE COVER Moreno’s Mexican Grill
PHOTOGRAPHY BY LINDSAY BORG
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Proverbs 3:5-6
Chandler Lifestyle™ is published monthly by Lifestyle Publications LLC. It is distributed via
the US Postal Service to some of the Chandler area’s most affluent neighborhoods. Articles
and advertisements do not necessarily reflect Lifestyle Publications’ opinions. No portion of
this magazine may be reproduced in any form without written consent. Lifestyle Publications
does not assume responsibility for statements made by advertisers or editorial contributors.
Information in Chandler Lifestyle™ is gathered from sources considered to be reliable, but the
accuracy of all information cannot be guaranteed.

TOP SELLING HOMES

with

BOO-TIFUL BACKYARDS
$880,000

$749,000

$690,000

432 EAST KAIBAB PLACE, CHANDLER, AZ 85249

5375 SOUTH MINGUS PLACE, CHANDLER, AZ 85249

3093 SOUTH COTTONWOOD CT., CHANDLER, AZ 85286

5 BEDROOMS 3 BATHROOMS

4 BEDROOMS 3.5 BATHROOMS

4 BEDROOMS 3 BATHROOMS

PINELAKE ESTATES

$649,900

MARBELLA AT VALENCIA

$955,000

MARKWOOD NORTH

$610,500

639 WEST SPARROW PLACE, CHANDLER, AZ 85286

11318 EAST STARFLOWER COURT, CHANDLER, AZ 85249

3270 SOUTH AMBROSIA DRIVE, CHANDLER, AZ 85248

3 BEDROOMS 3 BATHROOMS

5 BEDROOMS 5.5 BATHROOMS

3 BEDROOMS 2 BATHROOMS

ARDEN PARK

$660,000

SAN TAN VISTA

$596,000

COTTONWOOD SPRINGS

$853,500

3241 SOUTH JOJOBA WAY, CHANDLER, AZ 85248

5731 SOUTH MESQUITE GROVE WAY, CHANDLER, AZ 85249

4322 SOUTH OREGON COURT, CHANDLER, AZ 85248

5 BEDROOMS 2.5 BATHROOMS

4 BEDROOMS 2.5 BATHROOMS

5 BEDROOMS 4 BATHROOMS

LEGEND AT OCOTILLO

MESQUITE GROVE ESTATES

FULTON RANCH

Moving forward
together!

www.amyjonesgroup.com

Call Us: (480) 250-3857

Each office is independently
owned and operated
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MOST CBD
OILS TASTE
AWFUL!
BITTER!
Have you found the
benefits of CBD but
can’t stand the taste?
Always a free flavor
sample of our great
tasting 2000mg oil!
MENTION THIS AD FOR 10% OFF YOUR PURCHASE!
4995 South Alma School Road
The Promenade At Fulton Ranch Chandler, AZ

(480) 573-9444 | naturesbloom.net

Enjoy One of Our Many $5 Margarita Flavors
Family-Owned and Operated
Serving our customers with care and gratitude.
Moreno's Mexican Grill Express

4981 S. Arizona Ave. (Next to Alamo Drafthouse)

M-Sat 8:00 am - 8:30 pm
Sun 8:00 am - 8:00 pm

(480) 494-5473 // MorenosMexicanGrillaz.com

CityLifestyle.com/Chandler
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AROUND TOWN

EMPLOYMENT RESOURCES, SKILLS
TRAINING AVAILABLE THROUGH
CHANDLER PUBLIC LIBRARY
Are you or someone you know looking for work?
Needing to develop new job skills? Help is available
at Chandler Public Library, which provides resources
and access to technology for anyone in the process
of looking for a job or trying to make themselves more
marketable to employers.
“Chandler Library offers online and in-person
options to patrons including virtual access to job
and career resources along with 45-minute reservations to use computers, Wi-Fi, and equipment to
fax, copy, scan, and print,” says Librarian Ted Liebler.
Those with a valid Chandler Public Library card or

OWNER AND MEDICAL DIRECTOR OF
LAZADERM INDUCTED INTO ASLMS

eCard also have free access to digital resources that
are accessible at any of the four library locations

Lornell E. Hansen II, MD, RPhS, DABVLM,

or online. Some of the resources available include

owner and medical director of both Lazaderm and

Career Transitions, Learning Express Library,

Physicians Vein Clinics, was recently inducted as a

lyndaLibrary, ReferenceUSA, and the Testing &

fellow into the American Society for Laser Medicine

Education Reference Center.

& Surgery, Inc. (ASLMS). Lazaderm has four clinic

Users can browse career paths, assess their

locations throughout the Midwest and Arizona, and

interests, and take online training courses. There

Physicians Vein Clinics has grown to 11 locations.

are

questionnaires,

resume

and

cover letter writing tips, practice tools for inter-

Surgery is the world’s preeminent resource for

view skills, and more. There's even a job search

biomedical laser and other energy-based technol-

tool, and off-site links to assist those in a job

ogies, research, education and clinical knowledge.

search. Free career coaching is also available.

Fellow status is the highest level to which a mem-

ChandlerLibrary.org/research-job-resources

ber can aspire. LazadermAZ.com

COX BUSINESS DONATES PPE TO
BANNER HEALTH'S CENTER IN CHANDLER

SUBARU HELPS LOCAL
COMMUNITY THROUGH ITS SUBARU
LOVE PROMISE INITIATIVES

Cox Business recently donated more than
$200,000 worth of filtration and surgical masks

Subaru believes in making the world a better

to Banner Health at its supply chain processing

place, and the Subaru Love Promise is its vision

center in Chandler. As Banner Health's frontline

of respecting all people. This is its commitment to

health care providers treat patients diagnosed

show love and respect to their customers, and to

with COVID-19, community partners such as Cox

work to make a positive impact in the world.

Business continue to show their support.

At

Subaru

Superstore

of

Chandler

and

“This face mask donation is part of our ongoing

Subaru Superstore of Surprise, the Love Promise

efforts to support healthcare heroes and those in

commitment can be witnessed in several local

our communities during the pandemic,” says Ed

partnerships, including the United Food Bank. This

Aaronson, Cox Business vice president.

year, Subaru donated over 150,000 meals to help
feed the local community through the Food Bank.

Acquiring personal protective equipment (PPE)
remains a challenge for health care systems across

Subaru would like to give a special shout-out

the country. Banner Health has taken significant

to Melissa Forrester and her Food Bank team for

measures to ensure adequate equipment for team

partnering with Subaru to accomplish this. To learn

members on the front lines. This donation from Cox

more, visit ShopSubaru.com and find the About

Business will ensure there’s ample supply in the

Us tab to learn more about the Love Promise initia-

event future disruptions occur.

tives to the community.
8

interactive

The American Society for Laser Medicine &
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CONTINUED >

SALE! SALE! SALE! SALE!

15

%
OFF

Dining Table, Chairs
& Sideboards

4140 S ARIZONA AVE., CHANDLER, AZ
SPICEUPYOURHOME.COM • 480-848-5997
NOT TO BE COMBINED WITH ANY OTHER OFFERS (OFFER EXPIRES 10/31/20)

CityLifestyle.com/Chandler
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AROUND TOWN
“Banner Health has enjoyed a long and mutually
respectful relationship with Cox for several years,
and we are so thankful for the many ways they
support our patient care programs and services,”
says Andy Kramer Petersen, president & CEO of
the Banner Health Foundation.

LOS AMERICANX AT VISION GALLERY

or injuries; and personally transported animals to
appointments when needed.

NEW EXHIBITION DEBUTS AT
CHANDLER MUSEUM
On March 22, 1967, at Madison Square Garden
in New York City, two men faced off in the ring for
boxing’s Heavyweight Championship of the World.

For most of his life, photographer Edgar

In the blue corner was the champ, Muhammad Ali.

Cardenas has lived in the interstitial space

In the red corner was the challenger from Chandler,

between his two personas—Mexican ethnicity

Zora Folley. What followed was more than a prize

and American nationality—oscillating between the

fight; it was an event at the crossroads of race, reli-

pride of his fluid identity and frustration of being

gion, sports and the politics of America in the 1960s.

ostracized from one or both cultures. In this series

Bigger Than Boxing: Zora Folley and the 1967

Los Americanx at Vision Gallery, open between

Heavyweight Title recently opened its year-long

Oct. 10-Nov. 14, Cardenas illuminates other disen-

run at Chandler Museum. The 3,000-square-foot

franchised individuals who have also grappled with

exhibition features the stories of these two boxers,

their identity and struggled to be seen.

the circumstances that weighed heavy on each

With Los Americanx, Cardenas invites viewers to
think more deeply about identity and what it truly
means to be American. VisionGallery.org

man, and the fight that was a turning point in both
of their careers.
Museum visitors will be able to see how they measure up next to Folley’s and Ali’s wingspans, listen to
highlights of the fight as read from the news service
ticker tape, and test their knowledge of boxing idioms
and trivia. The exhibit also features original artwork by
Jerome Fleming. ChandlerAZ.gov/museum

VIEW AL SON QUE ME TOQUEN:
RECENT WORK BY EMILY COSTELLO
AND FRANK YBARRA
Local artists Emily Costello and Frank Ybarra
bring Mexican culture to life with bright vibrant
paintings of the everyday, the iconic, and the sentimental. With the name “Why They Touch Me,”
this exhibition, which runs Oct. 10-Nov. 14 at The
Gallery at CCA, draws viewers in so that the smells

CHANDLER RESIDENT HONORED WITH
2020 SRP PRESIDENTS' VOLUNTEER
SPIRIT AWARD
Five Salt River Project employees recently earned
the 2020 SRP Presidents' Volunteer Spirit Award for
exemplary dedication to their communities. Chandler

10

from abuelita's kitchen and the sound of a piñata
cracking open seem to hop off the canvas.
The Gallery at the CCA is located at the Chandler
Center for the Arts. VisionGallery.org

CHANDLER CHAMBER OSTRICH
FESTIVAL TO BE RESCHEDULED

resident Nancy Brooks, an SRP senior specialist of

The Chandler Chamber Ostrich Festival has been

Energy Division, was one of the outstanding volunteers.

a long-standing tradition. This year, it had been

Brooks has volunteered with Helping Hands

scheduled to be held Oct. 30-Nov. 1. However, due

for Homeless Hounds since 2014. She volunteers

to COVID-19, the Chandler Chamber of Commerce,

hundreds of hours every year, and has hosted

in partnership with Steve LeVine Entertainment &

drives to collect blankets, pet and people food,

Public Relations, announced that it will be post-

and other essential items; used her animal welfare

poned until March of 2021.

connections to secure free spay/neuter procedures

"The Ostrich Festival has been a long-standing

and specialty care for pets with unusual illnesses

community tradition and a year without it is difficult

Chandler Lifestyle | October 2020

for us to comprehend,” says Terri Kimble,
president/CEO of the Chandler Chamber
of Commerce. "Our main focus remains
the well-being of our attendees, staff, vendors, and all people involved in the festival.
Because the state and federal executive
orders on large gatherings are still in effect,

love with
smile

Fall in
your

the Ostrich Festival will be postponed until
March of 2021. We look forward to bringing
the community together again in March
and can’t wait to share more information
on what’s in store.”
All 2020 tickets will be honored on the
new spring dates. More information on
the 2021 event will be released as soon as
it's available. OstrichFestival.com

PITTFITNESS NOW OPEN
IN CHANDLER
PittFitness recently opened its door in
the heart of Chandler. Previously known
for over a decade as ThePITT, PittFitness
was acquired by local business entrepreneurs Dr. Radi Rahiminejad (president/
CEO of BackFit Health + Spine) and

SCHEDULE YOUR IMPLANT
CONSULTATION TODAY.
WIS DOM TEETH

I MPLANT S

JAW PAIN

NISH SHAH DMD, MD, F.A.C.S
Board Certified Oral Surgeon

Ryan Nouis (president/CEO of TruPath).
Both Rahiminejad and Nouis were active
members of the gym, and saw the value
it brought to many members of the
Chandler community.
PittFitness prides itself on providing
group fitness and personal training for
youth and adults. Pitt-Fitness.com

Would you like to get in touch with us? We

Chandler: 2450 W Ray Rd. Suite 1,
Chandler AZ 85224
San Tan Valley: 36327 N. Gantzel Rd. Suite 102,
San Tan Valley AZ 85140

(480) 814-9500
AZORAL.COM

would love to hear from you! Contact us
at CityLifestyle.com/Chandler using
the Get In Touch link and let us know what

CHANDLER’S EXPERT FOR THE MOST ADVANCED ORAL SURGERY CARE

you think.
CityLifestyle.com/Chandler
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DIY

FIREPITS ARE A 'HOT'
M U S T- H AV E

EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT CREATING ONE

ARTICLE JOYCE SELK

12
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ALL OF US ARE SPENDING MORE TIME AT HOME THIS YEAR,

outer walls should still be heat-resistant, but can be made of tradi-

AND AS WE HEAD INTO COOLER WEATHER, FIRE PITS CAN

tional brick, stone masonry blocks, concrete pavers, or tile. Flagstone

IMPROVE THE USABILITY OF YOUR BACKYARD OR COURTYARD.

and crushed stone are ideal materials for the fire pit cap.

There are lots of options for your pit—ready-made, complete kits, or
professional build.

What you put in the bottom of the pit is critical. Some materials—
like hard rock, gravel, or sand—aren’t meant to reach high tempera-

If you prefer an extravagant fire pit design or want something

tures, and can spark and explode if your fire gets too hot. Instead,

more complicated, a contractor may be the best option because

use lava rocks or lava glass beads as filler, as they are a safe way to

the quality of craftsmanship can add value to your home as you can

create drainage and make your fire pit look nice.

expect to recoup 78% of your investment when you sell. But if you are
looking for a DIY project, here are some considerations.

There are many types of fuel to consider. Ethanol, propane, and
natural gas are all sound fire pit fuel options, as they emit no smoke,

Before starting, have a game plan. There are great guides on DIY

sparks, or embers, and leave no ashes to clean up. But, these gases

construction with step-by-step instructions. Research what you

must be supplied to the pit properly and can be costly. Wood-burning

want your fire pit to look like, what materials you need, and where

fire pits require no gas lines, but they produce a high volume of smoke,

you want to put it. Pick the perfect spot by observing your yard, the

sparks, and embers; call for frequent ash removal; and make large

terrain, and where you will be hanging out most.

flames difficult to extinguish (why many municipalities forbid them).

Size is important, so consider how many people you would like to

Finally, think about safety gear. Keep a fire-retardant sheet usually

accommodate around it, and whether you want the top of the walls

made of fiberglass or Kevlar near the pit to help smother a fire on

to serve as a footrest for those sitting around the fire or whether you

nearby objects or people. Also, keep a multipurpose dry chemical

want to comfortably sit directly on the edge of the pit.

fire extinguisher nearby.

Construction commonly consists of an inner wall, an outer wall, cap,

With so many options, prices run the gamut, from a couple hun-

and decorative stones or rocks in the center of the pit. The inner wall

dred dollars for a DIY install; $50-$4,000 for a ready-made or kit; or

must be made of fireproof building materials—optimally fire brick. The

$1,400-$10,000 for a professional install.

CONTINUED >

CityLifestyle.com/Chandler
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DIY (CONTINUED)

PRO TIPS
or 18 to 20 inches tall if you want to comfort-

1

DON’T BUILD A FIRE PIT
WITHOUT APPROVAL.
Your local government, homeowners association, and house deed may impose restric-

ably sit directly on the edge of the pit.

5

DON’T USE FLAMMABLE OR
NON-POROUS, WATER-RETAINING

tions on the size, location, material, and fuel

BUILDING MATERIALS.

type of home fire pits—or forbid them alto-

Do not use flammable materials anywhere

gether—due to the potential for fire-related

near the pit, nor non-porous materials that

property damages.

hold water (pea gravel, river rocks, compressed concrete blocks), as these materials

2

CHECK WITH YOUR UTILITY

can trap steam and eventually explode.

COMPANIES BEFORE DIGGING.
Call 811 or go to Call811.com to check the
location of buried utility lines.

6

CONSIDER INSTALLING A STEEL RING.
As a non-combustible material, the steel
will ward off heat and keep the outside wall

3

CONSIDER WHERE TO POSITION THE PIT.

itself from prematurely dehydrating and

Install the pit on level ground in an open area

crumbling, while maintaining the structural

of the yard that’s at least 25 feet from other

integrity of your fire pit longer.

structures, bushes, and trees.

4

CONSIDER ACCESSIBILITY

CREATE AIRHOLES.
Every pit needs air flow to provide oxygen to

WHEN CHOOSING A SIZE.

flames. Leave gaps in the outer structure in

The pit should measure between 36 and

at least four opposite points.

44 inches wide (including the width of the
walls) to safely accommodate multiple people around. The pit height should be 12 to 14
inches from the base to the top of the walls,

14

7
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8

CURE THE FIRE PIT BEFORE USING.
Give the cement and mortar a week to cure
completely before lighting a fire in your pit.

MEET

Marky Mark!
Marky Mark is SO excited for Halloween this year! He has been trying on lots of costumes
recently to find the best one, but we think he is leaning towards a chef this year. Make
sure to keep your pets safe on Halloween and keep any candy or sweets out of their
reach. We can’t wait to see all of our patients in their fun costumes this October!

Andrea Stickland, DVM

Kristy Sorenson, DVM

Laura Diltz, DVM

W. Chandler Heights Rd., Ste. 3
Chandler, AZ 85248

Chelsie Daniel,
BVM&S MRCVS

myvet@amcofc.com

www.amcofc.com

Located on the NW corner of Arizona Ave and Chandler Heights Rd
in the CVS Pharmacy complex, across the street from the post office.

CityLifestyle.com/Chandler
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HOPS & VINE

MEET SOMMER DECKER, MEGAN GREENWOOD,
AND MELISSA OSBORNE

Desert Monks Brewing.
Photo by Lindsay Borg
16
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ARTICLE MICHELLE TALSMA EVERSON

Three Female
Brewers Shaping the
Brewing Industry
WHEN YOU THINK OF THE BREWING INDUSTRY, YOU MAY ASSUME
THAT IT’S A MAN’S WORLD. But, history shows us that women were
the original home brewers. In fact, in ancient Egypt and Samaria, they
worshiped beer goddesses. Women were also tavern owners and “alewives” (women who made beer for their families then sold the extra), but
as time went on, men began to dominate the industry as guilds were created and the Industrial Revolution began. Still, things are changing in the
brewing industry as women brewers step back into the spotlight.
SOMMER DECKER
Partner and Brewer at Desert Monks Brewing Co.
DesertMonksBrewing.com
Sommer Decker and her husband Chris Decker, along with Arturo
Ruiz, Daniel Rosales-Yeomans, and Jose Hinojosa, are the five partners
and brewers at Desert Monks Brewing Co. in Gilbert. She has been
brewing about five years.
“After my husband’s first Afghanistan deployment, we took advantage of the military hotel in the Alps town of Garmisch-Partenkirschen
for a pre-Christmas vacation,” Decker recalls. “Before the trip, I would
generally tell you that I didn’t like beer. There, beer was literally cheaper
than water by serving size, so I purchased the beer. This led to drinking Hefewiesens, which helped me figure out that I like malty, sweeter
beers—not something readily available in the U.S. We came home and
started brewing our own. With that, the brewing bug was caught and
the rest is history.”
Decker shares that, to her, brewing is an art form.
“I love the nearly endless list of flavors, textures, and experiences you
can create by varying the grains (sugars), hops (flavor and preservation),
yeast, and fruits and spices in a brew. It’s a consumable art that is fun to
make and more fun to enjoy.”
She encourages non-beer drinkers to try local brews that might fit
their taste better than big-name brands.
“… I encourage you to try a taproom such as ours that offers flights
and variety of styles,” she says. “You just might find that you actually
really like beer and can responsibly enjoy it with friends and family,
building better community as you do.”

CONTINUED >

CityLifestyle.com/Chandler
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HOPS & VINE (CONTINUED)

Sommer Decker. Photo by Lindsay Borg

“Ever y day i s some thing di fferent , which makes
i t f u n a n d c h a l l e n g i n g , a n d a f t e r 1 7 y e a r s I ’m
s t i l l l e a r n i n g .”

Megan Greenwood.
Photo by David Apeji

18
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MEGAN GREENWOOD
Owner and Brewer at Greenwood Brewing
GreenwoodBrews.com
Over the past five-and-a-half years, Megan Greenwood went from
being a home brewer with a five-gallon brewery kit to the owner of
her own company, Greenwood Brewing.
“I love the final product that gives a person rosy cheeks and puts a
smile on their face,” Greenwood says. “I love that craft beer includes
manufacturing and art—we have a production facility which requires
extreme precision and sanitation, but then we get to craft our own
recipe and style of creating the beverage. It’s a perfect blend of science, engineering, and art.”
With a nod to women in brewing, Greenwood Brewing has a
Herstory Brew.
“We created Herstory Brew to represent the women that inspire
us, that share our brews, and that empower us to thrive in our business,” Greenwood says. “It is a pale ale that 30-year-old beer drinkers enjoy, and non-beer drinkers enjoy. It’s an intentional beer—crisp,
easy-drinking, and delicious.”
Greenwood says that her brewery wants to emphasize that it is an
inclusive place.
“We want our beer drinkers to feel like they have a place in craft beer,
and we want her to know that we think about her when we’re creating
our tasty brews,” she adds. “At Greenwood Brewing, we believe in the
‘power of the purposeful pint’ and the strong conversations shared
over craft beer. We want everyone to be part of these conversations.”
MELISSA OSBORNE
Innovation Manager at Four Peaks Brewing Company
FourPeaks.com
Brewing is a lifelong career for Melissa Osborne, as she has been
brewing professionally since 2003 and has been with Four Peaks
since 2004. Her husband is Brewmaster Derek Osborne of BJ’s
Brewery, “so we’re a two-brewer family,” she says. After so long in
the industry, her favorite beer is always “the one in my hand.”
“Every day is something different, which makes it fun and challenging, and after 17 years I’m still learning,” she says. “There’s
science, math, and physical work involved, and the end result is
quality beer.”
Melissa Osborne.
Photo by David Apeji

Quality is right, as “Four Peaks has entered many competitions,
such as the World Beer Cup and Great American Beer Festival, and
if you come to our brewery, you’ll see a wall of awards.”
At Four Peaks, she is involved in dozens of flavors, but Kilt Lifter is
their flagship brew.
“When I started brewing we didn’t have Girls Pint Out or Pink
Boots Society, but there were some amazing women who were
brewery owners to look up to,” Osborne recalls. “I may not be able to
physically do the job like my male counterparts, but I still get the job
done. Women were the original brewers.”
CityLifestyle.com/Chandler
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2 CHANDLER LOCATIONS:

4050 S ARIZONA AVENUE
480-591-1111
960 E WARNER ROAD
480-400-1010
7 Crust Choices Including
KETO · GLUTEN FREE
CAULIFLOWER · ZUCCHINI
Contact-Free Delivery
& Curbside Carryout

Order online at

Pizza &
Wings

zzeeks.com

create memories

Great
Great things
things are
are on
on the
the horizon
horizon at
at the
the
shared
shared campus
campus of
of CIVIC
CIVIC MARKET
MARKET &
& QUARTHAUS
QUARTHAUS

ONE STEP
AT A TIME

DOWNTOWN CHANDLER, AZ!
DOWNTOWN CHANDLER, AZ!

Craft
Craft Beer
Beer &
& Spirits
Spirits •• Family
Family &
& Dog
Dog Friendly
Friendly
Salon
Suites
•
Coffee
&
Small
Bites
•
Outdoor
Salon Suites • Coffee & Small Bites • Outdoor Fun
Fun

LIMITED
TIME
ONLY
LIMITED
TIME
ONLY
ENJOY 48oz Insulated Stainless Steel
ENJOY 48oz Insulated Stainless Steel
Growlers
Growlers filled
filled at
at 32oz
32oz pricing
pricing FOR
FOR LIFE!
LIFE!

dance

for fun. Dance to improve your health. Dance
to get swept off your feet. Teaching the world to dance
since 1947, come learn and enjoy this ageless art.

NEW
STUDENT
SPECIAL

$39

two private lessons

40 minute lessons. Single or couple.

MUST PURCHASE 48OZ QUARTHAUS GROWLER. WHILE SUPPLIES LAST.
MUST PURCHASE 48OZ QUARTHAUS GROWLER. WHILE SUPPLIES LAST.

201 S. WASHINGTON STREET • QUARTHAUS.COM • 480.439.BREW (2739)
201 S. WASHINGTON STREET • QUARTHAUS.COM • 480.439.BREW (2739)
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FredAstaire.com/Chandler 480-917-9133

BAVF

HAPPY PATIENTS ARE OUR BUSINESS

Can’t get time off to come into the dentist for a consultation?
In-person consultations are a thing of the past, visit our website for
a FREE Smile Virtual Consult from Dr. Higgs!

3175 S Price Rd | Chandler, Arizona 85248

480-470-7679
aquiladental.com

Dr. Higgs

Patio dining,
beer, wine &
margaritas, kids
menu, happy hour
specials, Greek food
in South Chandler.
Delicious, fresh &
locally owned.
Mention
this ad for
a f ree app
with a dinner
purchase.

480-802-5555
johnnysgreek.com
4975 S Alma School Road
In the Promenade
at Fulton Ranch
CityLifestyle.com/Chandler
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LOCAL LIMELIGHT

Re a d y t o S e r v e
AS THE FOOD AND BEVERAGE SCENE OPENS UP, THESE
HOMEGROWN LOCAL RESTAURANTS ARE SALIVATING AT THE
OPPORTUNITY TO FLAUNT THEIR FLAVORS

DETAILS:
Address: 1245 S. Price Road
Phone: 480.500.5247

Kyle and
Erica Walters

Website: TheParlayAZ.com

After spending years in the industry, Erica and Kyle Walters

For example, when Kyle proposed over a romantic din-

finally achieved a longtime dream of owning a restaurant—but

ner at a resort restaurant, they were lingering over an eda-

it was open for barely seven months when the pandemic threw

mame appetizer—the muse for Parlay’s warm spicy charred

a devastating pothole into what had been a smooth ride.

edamame seasoned with a togarashi and garlic blend. And

“We were just hitting our stride and getting over those

Erica’s passion for exceptional spinach and artichoke dip is

opening struggles. It was a challenge that was so unforeseen

the driver behind theirs, which is packed with chunks of arti-

that took the wind out of our sails,” Erica says.

chokes and fresh whole leaf spinach, and served with a more

Still, they were able to successfully navigate those unchartered waters.

elegant bread—rather than chips—companion.
The couple continues to experiment with new food and

In August, they celebrated the one-year anniversary of Parlay,

cocktail items, as well as different ways to combat these

the establishment they opened and own with business partners

challenging times. The journey, while rocky, has been a

Jason and Brittney Kafcas, owners of popular spot Fat Willy’s.

fulfilling one.

The evolving menu draws inspiration from many places,

“I have learned so much. It’s so rewarding to be seeing all

along with customer and staff feedback. However, there are

the different ends of the business,” Erica says. “There’s been

some items that will be mainstays because they hold special

a lot of personal growth in learning things, making mistakes,

places in the Walters’ hearts and on their palates.

fixing them and not being closed off to being humble.”
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ARTICLE GEORGANN YARA | PHOTOGRAPHY LINDSAY BORG

The Parlay Kitchen + Cocktails

Her family ran a little pho shop in front of their house,
located in a town about an hour outside of Hanoi. And
when Thuy Nguyen opened her restaurant at the onset
of the 2008 recession, her mother’s recipes for comfort
dishes and the cozy welcoming atmosphere she cultivated
there were key to the new business’ survival amid economic uncertainty.
“I just love cooking and seeing customers enjoying eating what I cook,” says Nguyen, who owns and runs Pho
Chandler with her husband, Thai Bach. “When we opened,
there was nothing in this area and the economy was bad.
So, we wanted to serve the community with good and
healthy food at an affordable price.”
A dozen different pho dishes are the main attraction.
The same cook prepares it to Nguyen’s original specifications the six days out of the week the restaurant is
open. It’s also cooked for several hours, simmering and
Quy Nguyen and Tuan Huynh

getting happy overnight or over the course of the day.
The key is oxtail.

DETAILS:
Address: 4055 S. Arizona Ave.
Phone: 480.895.9090
Website: PhoChandler.us

Pho
Chandler

“Not many people cook with oxtail because it’s expensive. But it’s more flavorful so we do,” Nguyen says.
Nguyen and Bach work six days a week. It’s common
for Nguyen to start her day at 6 a.m., and lock the doors
for the night at 10 p.m.
“I feel like if you’re here all the time, you can make sure
everything is running right,” Nguyen says.
The consistency and service has been a crucial part of
the recipe for success over the years.
“When customers say that this is the best pho they’ve
ever had, or to find out that someone drove an hour just to
come and eat here,” Nguyen says. “It really makes my day.”
CONTINUED >

CityLifestyle.com/Chandler
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LOCAL LIMELIGHT (CONTINUED)
Martina Moreno

DETAILS:
Address/Phone:
601 N. Arizona Ave., 480.782.1988
2100 S. Gilbert Road, 480.855.1877
4981 S. Arizona Ave., 480.494.5473
Website: MorenosMexicanGrillAZ.com

Moreno’s
Mexican Grill
The decision may not have been the most prudent at

Dog was the item that sparked success and continues

the time, but when Angel Moreno decided to upgrade his

to be an iconic staple with its own following. Simple

popular and successful hot dog cart on the corner of a

ingredients with a well-planned execution is the secret.

Mesa intersection and purchase the brick-and-mortar

From the buns made fresh exclusively for Moreno’s and

building on that same corner, the move ended up being

how the beans are cooked to the precise layering of the

wisely lucrative.

accouterments and the mustard fashioned into an “M”

Fifteen years and seven locations later, the Moreno
family’s thriving restaurant chain continues to draw longtime regulars and new faces with a menu that boasts a
combination of family recipes and those that have evolved
over the years.
“It’s so hard to believe that out of that hot dog cart he
was able to purchase that business. Coming from where

for Moreno’s.
“With everything we do, we make it with pride. Even
something as simple as a hot dog,” Martina says.
Everyone gets excited when a new customer discloses
that this will be the first time eating the food. They also
value regulars for their loyalty, and every staff member at
each location to deliver to make it happen.

it started, it’s an amazing dream come true,” says Martina

“Even in hard times, we do what we can for our com-

Moreno, Angel’s sister-in-law and one of the family owners.

munity. But we can never be grateful enough for all the

The menu features traditional favorites and elevated
takes on comfort dishes. But, the Moreno’s Sonoran Hot
24
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support that keeps our doors open,” Martina says.

Kevin Boxberger

A tried-and-true winning duo was the basis of the fatherand-son partnership behind this laidback hangout spot.
“Burgers and beers, you can’t mess it up,” says Kevin
Boxberger, who owns Mr. Brews Taphouse with his
dad, Mitch.
Kevin

did

field

maintenance

for

the

Arizona

Diamondbacks and Los Angeles Angels’ spring training
facilities, but wanted to indulge his entrepreneurial mindset. Mitch had spent most of his professional life in the
mortgage industry and craved a new venture that was
different, yet simple.
Both worked in restaurants when they were young.
Kevin is a home brewer with a passion for craft beer. When
they came across the concept for the Wisconsin-based
franchise, it screamed perfect fit. In 2019, they purchased
the only location west of the Mississippi.
The menu boasts eight burgers made with Certified
Hereford Beef raised by Midwestern ranchers, fresh-cut
fries, and 24 beers on tap.
The stars of the lineup are the jalapeño popper burger
topped with cream cheese sauce, sautéed jalapeños,
crispy French fried onions and tangy barbecue sauce, and
the signature Kentucky bourbon classic burger adorned
with cheddar, bacon, crispy French fried onions and bourbon mayo. Naturally, the fried Wisconsin cheese curds are
DETAILS:
Address: 2040 S. Alma School Road

a perennial pleaser.
While the menu sticks to the corporate model, the

Phone: 480.590.3901

Boxbergers have ways to give their restaurant its own vibe.

Website: MrBrewsChandler.com

A plethora of flat screens are primed for game-viewing,

Mr. Brews
Taphouse

and the shaded patio’s misters makes it an inviting option
year-round. Patrons are fans of the reggae music often
playing over the speakers.
“We have a chill atmosphere, and friendly and energetic
staff,” says Kevin, who also appreciates his regulars and
knows many by name. “Just meeting people and building
those relationships, that’s what it’s about.”

CONTINUED >

CityLifestyle.com/Chandler
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LOCAL LIMELIGHT (CONTINUED)
Paul and Elly Schommer

DETAILS:
Address: 1940 S. Alma School Road
Phone: 480.907.5893
Website: PittaSouvli.com

Pitta
Souvli
How much did Paul and Lisa Schommer love one of
their favorite restaurants? Enough to buy it.

2014. The four varieties of hummus—including a sweet and
spicy fig—and house specialties like the gyro platter, lamb

The Schommers were regulars at Pitta Souvli since

souvlaki, and grilled haloumi and mushroom platter are

the day it opened. As the years went by, they entertained

perennial pleasers. Loyal patrons know to save room for

the idea of owning their own restaurant and started the

pourekia—crispy phyllo dough filled with Mediterranean

search. A series of serendipitous circumstances led them

sweet cheeses that’s rolled in sugar, topped with honey,

to a place near and dear to their hearts.

and dusted with cinnamon and powdered sugar.

“We enjoyed the restaurant, liked the food, the space,

And the charm that attracted the Schommers and

and we were super familiar with it. We loved it,” Paul says.

many other regulars over the years also continues under

It also allowed them to work with their grown daughter
Elly, a single mother, and give her a solid job with flexible
hours that allowed her to care for her young child.

their watch.
“The most rewarding part is the sense of serving the
community. We’re such a popular neighborhood spot, and

The Schommers did some interior improvements but

our staff and customers are so regular, that there really is a

kept much of the Mediterranean-inspired menu intact

feeling of belonging,” Paul says. “It’s like being around old

and most of the staff has remained since they took over in

friends all the time.”
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John and Abbie Mirata

When Abbie and John Mirata moved to Arizona
from Florida, they loved their new home but missed a
special taste of their previous one.
That changed when the couple brought the first
Arizona location of Jeremiah’s Italian Ice this summer.
The Florida-based franchise held a nostalgic spot in
their memories, so when they learned the company
was about to franchise, they didn’t think twice.
“It’s a place we liked to frequent, so we had an
emotional attachment,” Florida native Abbie recalls.
“It’s a very unique product and culture and we felt for
us in Chandler, this would be the perfect thing.”
There are more than 40 rotating flavors with 24
served at any given time. Patrons can spot traditional
go-tos like mango, strawberry and lemon, and outof-the-box flavors like cookie butter, horchata, and
piña colada.
Abbie’s favorite is the mint chocolate chip, cleverly
named Scoop Froggy Frog. John’s is always the secret
menu item—a changing combination of in-house flavors. Customers can get the scoop via the app.
“All of a sudden you’re tasting banana cream pie…
or eating what tastes like a Snickers,” she says with a
hint of giddiness in her voice.
DETAILS:

Both came from the corporate world. Abbie also

Address: 4050 S. Alma School Road

founded Kyndly, a nonprofit dedicated to mentoring

Phone: 480.702.0211

and guiding youth to live a more purposeful and joyful

Website: JeremiahsIce.com

life. For their next chapter, they sought a family-ori-

Jeremiah’s
Italian Ice

ented venture that their grown children could get into.
And that overarching family concept comes at a
perfect time.
“Sitting back and seeing families come in knowing
this is a safe place to get out of the house and celebrate birthdays or any event,” Abbie says. “We wanted
to be part of and support our community, and that’s
very rewarding, especially right now.”

CONTINUED >

CityLifestyle.com/Chandler
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LOCAL LIMELIGHT (CONTINUED)

DETAILS:
Address: 159 W. Commonwealth Ave.
Phone: 480.275.5525
Website: HiddenHouseAZ.com

Hidden
House

Elliott and Jackie Hall, and Gavin Jacobs

With an alluring combination of ambiance, elevated

The seasonal menu complements the feel, with dishes

food and cocktail menus, and ideal execution for all, Gavin

like Jacobs’ personal favorites lobster mac & cheese;

Jacobs’ Hidden House couldn’t live up to its name if it tried.

Korean barbecue short rib that’s slow cooked for five

When Jacobs opened the establishment last year with

hours to fall-off-the-bone tender; and diver scallops

co-owners Jackie and Elliott Hall, the trio of Chandler res-

accompanied by leek purée, chorizo, potato, charred

idents wanted to give downtown Chandler a unique spot

sweet corn, and fava beans. And, the cleverly composed

to dine, drink, and linger amid a space that united inviting

classic cocktail menu is broken down by era: pre-Prohibi-

indoor and outdoor environs.

tion, Prohibition, tiki, and New Age.

They succeeded, and keeping it a secret became impossible.

When the restaurant reopened for dine-in services, the

Selecting a 1939 cottage as the setting for four distinct

team was excited to safely deliver the full in-real-life expe-

seating areas that embrace stunning weather and span

rience intended. It was also an opportunity to show appre-

romantic white linen tablecloths to laidback beer garden

ciation for the outpouring of support during the shutdown

terrace vibes was a good start.

and take-out only periods.

“We wanted to do something different… vibrant, fresh,

“I’ve never felt so much love,” Jacobs says. “We wanted

and airy for this hometown. They’ve been so supportive

this restaurant and bar community to flourish. Whatever

with the Brickyard,” Jacobs says, referring to the nearby

we can do to help and inspire others to do that is part of

cocktail and tapas restaurant he owns with the Halls.

our values of what we are trying to do.”
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Monique Hughes and
Jackson Armstrong

Timing was on Ginger Monkey Gastropub owner
Jackson Armstrong’s side.
His restaurant was the subject of an episode of the
Food Network’s restaurant makeover show Restaurant
Impossible. Six days after the show was filmed, the restaurant was forced to close due to the pandemic.
Rather than hit pause, Armstrong spent the hiatus
renovating the bar and patio, building on the momentum created by the Restaurant Impossible crew’s new
dining room.
“People were hitting the brakes. We put our foot on the
gas,” Armstrong says.
Armstrong reopened just before his episode aired in
June. He did so with a new staff and, thanks to show host/
Celebrity Chef Robert Irvine and local chef, Executive
Chef Albert Torrisi, who previously helmed kitchens for
Gertrude’s and Nico Heirloom Kitchen.
The 4-year-old restaurant was reborn.
“It breathed life into us more than anything else. It
inspired Monique and myself, and gave us a break to be
able to wipe the slate clean,” Armstrong says, referring to
his partner in business and life, fiancée Monique Hughes.
In addition to weekly chef’s steak and fish specials, the
upscale comfort food menu features dishes Irvine created
DETAILS:
Address: 135 W. Ocotillo Road
Phone: 480.802.6659
Website: GingerMonkeyAZ.com

Ginger Monkey
Gastropub

just for Armstrong, like the Reuben burger.
“It’s probably my favorite,” Armstrong says. “I don’t like
sauerkraut, but when Robert cooked that burger for me, it
was incredible.”
The television appearance and refresh has drawn new
customers, impressed regulars, and won back those disappointed in the past. Business is up compared to this
time last year, there’s discussions about a Restaurant
Impossible revisit, and expansion plans are underway.
The stars continue to align.
“We clawed our way through tough times. I’m very
proud of the way we’ve adapted and grown,” Armstrong
says. “I’m looking forward to next year.”
CityLifestyle.com/Chandler
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Come for
the Food.
Stay for the Fun!

Check out our website for weekly and daily specials!
Happy Hour (Mon-Fri 3pm-6:30pm) , Twisted
Tuesdays, 1/2 off Wine Wednesdays and Bottomless
Brunch Sat & Sun. Live Music 2x a week!

www.gingermonkeyaz.com
480-802-6659
135 W. Ocotillo Road, Chandler
RESERVATIONS RECOMMENDED THROUGH OPENTABLE
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The Boutique That Celebrates

Your Lifestyle and Originality!
ADDRESS

950 E. Riggs Road Suite 6

CALL US
480.802.6757
KEEP IN TOUCH
SHOP OUR WEBSITE!
JudyWearBoutique.com
HOURS
Monday-Friday 11-5 | Saturday 11-3

Private
Personal
Appointments
Available

Franchise Opportunities
Welcome to your future business.
It’s been called “The World’s Most Valuable
Commodity”: TIME. Successful businesses have
successful managers, who in turn have successful
owners. Though the manager relishes in the
success of the business through wages, it’s the
owner that’s rewarded with both TIME and profits.
The path to business ownership awaits you!

GIFT
CERTIFICATES
AVAILABLE
Habitat
Jess n Jane
Tribal
Oh My Gauze
Yushi
alisha.d
Brighton
Shana
and more....

Chandler, AZ

Lancaster, PA

For more information go to

MassageLuXeFranchise.com

Lake Mary, FL

CityLifestyle.com/Chandler
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OPEN HOUSE

St. Amand
NEWLY REMODELED SOUTH CHANDLER RESTAURANT
WELCOMES THE COMMUNITY

ARTICLE MICHELLE GUERRERO
PHOTOGRAPHY LINDSAY BORG

KEN MORROW AND LYNN CRESPO ARE THE PROPRIETORS OF ST. AMAND, A RESTAURANT IN THE HEART
OF OCOTILLO THAT SERVES UNIQUE COCKTAILS LIKE
A SWEET AND SOUR, SMOKING CITRUS MARTINI, AND
CREATIVE DISHES, MANY OF THEM WITH AN INTERNATIONAL FLAIR. Morrow became a partner in the first
part of 2019, during the thick of a remodel, and the couple
acquired the restaurant in the fall.
Morrow was inspired to take on the restaurant because
of his love for the community and his long history in South
Chandler. He’s lived in the Ocotillo area for 25 years, and
enjoys catering to his neighbors.
“I’m a longtime general contractor who, by fate, happens
to own a restaurant,” says Morrow. “We feel we’ve created
a refreshed, lighter, more open and inviting atmosphere. It’s
elegant, but not stuffy.”
St. Amand has been around for about 13 years, but under
a different name. It was previously known as D’Vine Bistro.
Morrow and Crespo gutted the interior and relocated the
bar, which is now their main attraction.
The four-sided bar seats 18 guests and is equipped with
swinging windows, allowing for access to the outdoor patios.
The dining room seats 64. They also have private dining
space for a more secluded experience. They’ve made room
for entertainment with their six televisions and the musician
nook. Their overall theme is casual elegance.
“Lynn and I love our community, our patrons, and our cozy
atmosphere. We love to walk in and mingle,” he says. “We
want people to be comfortable, yet we want them to expect
professional and respectful service. Families and kids are
always welcome.”
Morrow may be new to the restaurant business, but he’s surrounded by years of experience. He hired Carlo Ventura, a friend
who’s been in the hotel and restaurant industry for 55 years.
Ventura was also a deli owner.
32
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Ken Morrow and Lynn Crespo
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OPEN HOUSE (CONTINUED)

Ventura was born in Bari, located on the southeast cost of Italy on the Adriatic Sea. He lived in an
orphanage from the age of 2 to 14. He spent summers with his grandparents when school was out.
“My grandmother was the one that inspired me
in the love of cooking. I would spend endless time
in the little room where she lived with my grandfather, Lorenzo. The little place had no running
water or bathroom facility. My bed was two chairs
put together and a pillow. I was in heaven,” he
says. “I would watch this little lady making miracles. Incredible imagination.”
Ventura cooked all over the world, including
Paris and Dusseldorf, Germany. He’s also worked
across the U.S. in hotels and restaurants in
Boston, Sedona and Phoenix. He’s passionate
about food and adds his international, culinary
experience to the menu.
“Most of my life I worked in front of the house
and not in the kitchen,” says Ventura.
“I’m not a chef, but I love to cook.”
Ventura may not consider himself a chef, but
cooking is his forte. Much like St. Amand’s menu,
Ventura’s accent has Italian, French and Spanish
influence. He likes to use French sauces and has
added traditional Italian meals to the menu. He also
bakes many of St. Amand’s desserts.
“I make desserts like tiramisu, carrot cake, and
the pana cotta. I love pana cotta. The blackberry
sauce, it’s wonderful,” he says.
He likes whipping up traditional dishes from his
childhood, like lasagna. Also, among his favorites
are dishes with history, like mac and cheese, but
with a unique twist. Theirs is made with penne
pasta, roasted garlic, applewood smoked bacon,
chives, gouda cream sauce, and crispy onions.
There’s a little bit of everything on the menu, from
seafood to burgers.
Ventura also has a long history in Chandler. He’s
worked in the area for 14 years. “St. Amand brings
the perfect blend of custom cocktails, an extensive
wine list, a fresh menu, and live music to the heart
of Ocotillo,” states Crespo.
She highlights the patio as one of the best in
Chandler, sharing that her favorite spot for a cocktail
or glass of wine is next to the large fire pit.
The pride they all have for St. Amand is clear.
“We are the best. We provide wonderful food,
always fresh, and wonderful service,” says Ventura.
Learn more at StAmandAZ.com.
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Beef Pizzaiola
Serves 4
INGREDIENTS
+ 4 rib eye steaks, 8-10 oz. each, pounded
just a little
+ 3-4 garlic cloves, chopped fine
+ 4 tbsp. of olive oil
+ 2 tsp. of dried oregano
+ 1-28 oz. of San Marzano peeled tomatoes,
or San Marzano-style tomatoes will do

Of Course! We all do.
Let us keep yours
the healthiest it can be!
Medical Dermatology • Cosmetic Dermatology • Surgical Skin Care Treatment

+ 1-2 cup of water
DIRECTIONS
In a food processor, add the tomatoes,
blend for 5-10 seconds. In a large skillet, add

2019

Dr. Michelle Jeffries

oil and garlic, sauté at medium high heat
until the garlic is translucent. Add the steaks,
sear on all sides, add the tomatoes, oregano,
salt, and pepper. Add one cup of water. Once
it starts to boil, reduce heat to medium-low,
stirring occasionally. Add the last cup of

Katherine Lim Quan, MD
Jill McKenzie, MD
Board Certified & Fellows in Mohs Micrographic Surgery

water, or more if necessary if you see that

Rosemary Geary, MD & Ryan Falsey, MD, PhD have been appointed
to the University of Arizona faculty. They provide residents and
medical students with a state of the art teaching environment
allowing them to excel in the field of Dermatology.

the sauce is reducing, and cook at least two
hours until beef is very tender. Remove from
stove and serve.
“I serve some of the sauce over pasta,
sprinkled with grated Pecorino Romano first.
Then serve the wonderful beef as a main
course with the sauce, your favorite salad, or
any side dish you like,” says Ventura.

Valley Skin
Cancer Surgery
480.214.0388 | vscsaz.com

East Valley
Dermatology Center
Adult and Pediatric Dermatology

480.821.8888 | evderm.com

1 1 0 0 S o u t h D o b s o n R o a d , # 2 2 3 - C h a n d l e r, A Z 8 5 2 8 6
( The PRESIDIO, Nor th Building, 2nd Floor)
CityLifestyle.com/Chandler
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DECOMPRESSION
Therapy

CHANDLER
480-665-5600
2925 South Alma
School Rd.
Suite 6
Open 7
Days

Extended
Hours

|

Improve circulation and
relieve muscle discomfort

Walk-Ins
Welcome

|

handandstonechandler.com

Upgrade
your
massage $
for only

30*

*$30 upgrade with any 50 or 80-minute massage service. Independently Owned & Operated. ©2020 Hand & Stone Corp.

Protection for
your pride and joy
Debbie Wiltse FLMI CLU RICP ChFC, Agent
4980 S Alma School Road, Suite A6
Chandler, AZ 85248
Bus: 480-792-9468
www.debbiewiltse.com

For the family you’d do anything for, life insurance could mean
everything. I can help you find easy, affordable ways to protect their
future. Call me today.
Like a good neighbor, State Farm is there.®

State Farm Life Insurance Company (Not licensed in MA, NY or WI)
State Farm Life and Accident Assurance Company (Licensed in
NY and WI)
Bloomington, IL
2001571

© 2020 VILLAGE HEALTH CLUBS & SPAS

THE

Village

IS MORE THAN

IT’S A

A CLUB,

Community.

Locally owned and operated,
community culture, and caring staff.
To learn more, visit our website
at villageclubs.com.

Ocotillo Village Health Club & Spa • 480.656.0045
4200 South Alma School Road, Chandler, AZ 85248

WE’RE
LOCAL.
PROUD MEMBER OF:

CityLifestyle.com/Chandler
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ROAD TRIP

JUST A SHORT DRIVE PROVIDES A WONDERFUL DESTINATION

Road Trip to Central
Arizona Wine Country
A ROAD TRIP TO CENTRAL ARIZONA WINE

turn right, and you’ve arrived). Housed below

COUNTRY CAN INCLUDE DELIGHTFUL

the lovingly restored Connor Hotel, built in

SURPRISES DURING THE JOURNEY AND

1898, are all of the Keenan’s Caduceus wines.

AT THE DESTINATION. Descending into the

Several of these bottles are open for tasting

immense Verde Valley is not the first, or only,

each day, along with a small plates menu to

wow moment one is likely to encounter, espe-

choose from. Also browse the gourmet food

cially when the Cottonwood trees along the

section, which features many local Arizona

path of the Verde River, far below, are showing

products, as well as a comprehensive conser-

fall color.

vas and cocktail bitters selection.

Jerome, a historic former copper mining

Next door to Caduceus, the Keenans opened

town at the far end of the valley, is not really on

the Puscifer store in 2014. This venue gracefully

the way to anywhere. It’s nestled into the side

encompasses a plethora of ideas—a music

of the steep encircling mountains. Its heyday

store that, as well as specializing in new and

was a hundred years ago, but upon driving up

used vinyl, is part museum/art installation

into this little town of approximately 450 peo-

and event space. House-made gelato is also

ple, it becomes clear that a new pinnacle of

available here. This retail store, envisioned by

interest has taken hold—over a million tourists

Jennifer, also houses Barbifer (a barber shop -

visit per year.

appointments can be made online), and Four

Amidst the laid-back ambiance of the town,

Eight Wineworks.

the history, the views, and more, which you will

Four Eight Wineworks provides emerging

uncover along your way, are scattered through-

winemakers with a metaphorical leg up by pro-

out several wine tasting rooms.

viding them access to the space, equipment,

Caduceus Cellars & Merkin Vineyards, on

and resources they need to produce world-

Main Street, was one of the first to call this town

class high elevation Arizona wines. Four Eight

home. Maynard and Jennifer Keenan are the

Wineworks is an incubator for the driven on

hands-on hardworking partners behind their

their quest not only to survive, but to thrive

family-owned and -operated winery. They farm

and make their mark in Arizona wine country

the grapes in their meticulously maintained

and beyond.

vineyards in the valley below. Upon harvest, the

After a day in Jerome, backtracking down

grapes make the short trip up the hill to their

the hill on the way home, you will discover Old

small facility here, and a new vintage is brought

Town Cottonwood. In this pedestrian-friendly

to life. This yearly cycle has been repeating itself

old section of town are many more wine tasting

for over 15 years now—the first bottle, Primer

rooms and restaurants, among them the Merkin

Paso, was produced in 2004.

Vineyards Osteria & Tasting Room. Opened in

The Caduceus Cellars Tasting Room opened

2016, this handsome lunch and dinner spot

in 2009 (pause at the only stop sign in Jerome,

features the Keenan’s Merkin Vineyards label
CONTINUED >
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The Caduceus Cellars Marzo Block.

Enjoy gelato at Merkin Vineyards.

CityLifestyle.com/Chandler
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ROAD TRIP (CONTINUED)

Caduceus storefront

Merkin Vineyards Osteria & Tasting Room
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Four Eight Wineworks, located
inside the Puscifer store.

ARIZONA’S PREMIER MULTISPECIALTY MEDICAL CENTER

Arizona wines, accompanied by daily handmade pastas prepared with Arizona-grown
and milled wheat (from Hayden Flour Mills
in Queen Creek). The menu reflects the
season’s offerings. The restaurant is open
daily 11 a.m.-9 p.m., first-come, first-seated,
no reservations.
The Merkin Osteria mission is to source
everything possible from locally produced
products. In light of that quest, portions
of the Keenans’ vineyards are given over
to vegetable gardens, hydroponic green
houses, a mushroom growing operation, and
orchards (Keenan also produces hard cider).
There is even a worm farm.
Growing grapes and produce in the
Arizona high desert? Yes, farming has been
going on here since Native American times.
Modernity has allowed us to conveniently
forget that our food can and should, when
possible, be sourced locally. Regional, sustainable, and a sense of place are the goal
and the legacy envisioned by Maynard and
Jennifer Keenan.
It is probably ill advised to try to squeeze
too many things into one Arizona road trip,

DO YOU SUFFER FROM KNEE PAIN?
Have problems staying active, kneeling or standing up?
Are you tired of taking pain medications for your knees?
You might qualify for our Non-surgical Knee Treatment Program
CALL TODAY FOR A FREE CONSULTATION/EVALUATION

480-534-4235

as there is a lot of ground to cover in this
huge state. Take time to relax into each stop
and discover what’s really going on under

2 CHANDLER LOCATIONS!

the surface. You can then plan your next visit

1949 W Ray Rd #23 | 2815 E Ocotillo Rd Suite #4

or overnight stay accordingly.
Note: All of the Caduceus Cellars &
Merkin Vineyards venues are strictly following current COVID-19 best practices. Call

WWW.BACKFITHEALTH.COM

ahead for details.
CityLifestyle.com/Chandler
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15% OFF

DINE-IN, TAKE-OUT
OR DELIVERY
Dine-in or take-out only. Not valid with online orders. Cannot be combined
with any other offers. Valid only at the below three Chandler locations.

AT THE FOLLOWING
CHANDLER LOCATIONS:

ALMA SCHOOL RD.
& GERMANN RD.

(480) 917-0077

MCQUEEN RD.
& RIGGS RD.

(480) 895-2555

ALMA SCHOOL RD.
& WARNER RD.

(480) 963-4720

NOW OFFERING
MINI 8" PIZZAS!
DINE-IN • TAKE-OUT • ONLINE • DELIVERY

BARROSPIZZA.COM

@ BARROSPIZZA

Chandler Mortgage Experts. At work for you.
Your next home will be second to none. You deserve a
mortgage expert equally as impressive. One who knows
the area and its intricacies. Discover how our concierge
level service and industry expertise can accommodate
all of your mortgage needs.

•
•
•

Jumbo Mortgages and Construction Loans
No Private Mortgage Insurance for Residential Loans
Streamlined Lending Process with Flexible and
Creative Solutions

midfirstprivatebank.com/chandler
480.384.5754

Jeremy Wright
NMLS ID# 545187
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Cathy Carter
Real Estate Professional
RE/MAX Alliance Group

ABR,CRS,CDPE, CLHMS

Call Cathy today
for more information!

480.459.8488
cathycarter1@cox.net
www.RealEstateChandler.com

2406 W HOPE CIRCLE
6 Beds
4.5 Baths
4070 Sq Ft
Waterfront lot
with guest house

21407 E EXCELSIOR | QUEEN CREEK
4 BEDS, 3 BATHS + DEN, 5 CAR GARAGE
RV PARKING AND CUSTOM SHOP

2651 E CAPRICORN
5 BEDS, 6 BATHS, 5174 SQ FT

83 CEDAR

3 BEDS, 2.5 BATHS, DEN/LIBRARY
3 CAR GARAGE

WHO YOU WORK WITH MATTERS

